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beat the story with any character, after you beat the story, you will unlock dante as a playable character.
to earn this achievement, you will need to start a new game and select dante. you can beat it on any

mode with him, but to make this achievement quicker, play on easy mode. you can also put the setting
on yellow orb mode to save you a significant amount of time with the path less traveled. beat the story
with any character, after you beat the story, you will unlock lucia as a playable character. to earn this

achievement, you will need to start a new game and select lucia. you can beat it on any mode with her,
but to make this achievement quicker, play on easy mode. you can also put the setting on yellow orb
mode to save you a significant amount of time with the path less traveled. this achievement can be

earned by simply completing mission five with all stats maxed and the devil trigger gauge full. it is then
important to equip the weapons you are using at the time of the fight in order to unlock this

achievement as it is a requirement. this achievement is similar to the previous one, only you are now
required to use one of the weapons you are using at the time of the fight to unlock this achievement.

make sure you are doing this with the devil trigger gauge being full as well. do this with mission 16, and
you will be awarded this achievement. this achievement is similar to the previous one only in that you

are now required to use one of the weapons you are using at the time of the fight to unlock this
achievement. make sure you are doing this with the devil trigger gauge being full as well. do this with

mission 14 and you will be awarded this achievement.
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you can also kill the devil during the mission to get some extra souls. you will get more souls when you
do this. this guide has a lot of helpful tips and strategies for each level as well as overall. if you need
further assistance, there are plenty of videos on youtube demonstrating s ranks in each mission. this

achievement can be obtained with either dante or lucia, but it should be noted that lucia's missions are
easier and faster. you will unlock this mode after beating hard mode as either character. to beat this
mode you will need to have fully upgraded your health bar, devil trigger and weapons. beat all of the

story on any difficulty to unlock this. you will need to take time and beat each of the story missions. the
story will be displayed in a flowchart after each mission, so this is the easiest way to know where to go

next. beat the story with any character, after you beat the story, you will unlock lucia as a playable
character. to earn this achievement, you will need to start a new game and select lucia. you can beat it
on any mode with her, but to make this achievement quicker, play on easy mode. you can also put the

setting on yellow orb mode to save you a significant amount of time with the path less traveled. beat the
story with any character, after you beat the story, you will unlock vergil as a playable character. to earn
this achievement, you will need to start a new game and select vergil. you can beat it on any mode with
him, but to make this achievement quicker, play on easy mode. you can also put the setting on yellow

orb mode to save you a significant amount of time with the path less traveled. 5ec8ef588b
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